
CAROUSEL



Carousel reaches new heights with additional  
tables and seating, high and low, that expand  
capability and casual comfort in outdoor spaces.
Landscape Forms pioneered the carousel-style table with attached seating for outdoor space.  
The addition of Carousel Standing Height and Casual Height Tables, the easygoing  
Hoop Lounge Seat, and more top options bring a fresh feel and multi-dimensional point of  
view to the postures and activities people enjoy outdoors. 







The Standing Height Table has attached stool seats and a ring around the base at footrest height for 
the comfort of sitters and standers alike. The Casual Height Table, in-between coffee table and dining 
table height, suits the way people position themselves to rest, read or work on a laptop. The Carousel 
Hoop Seat is relaxed seating encircled by a rolled frame that doubles as an armrest. These new ele-
ments, along with the classic Carousel Dining Height Table, invite people to sit, stand, kick back, lean 
in, meet, greet, dine, drink, work or wind down in the outdoor spaces where they love to be.



F

Carousel gets a fresh spin with vibrant,  
versatile elements that flexibly suit the 
many ways we use outdoor space today. 

Carousel welcomes new experiences in  
outdoor space and offers new opportunities 
for creating complimentary settings for a  
variety of activities with a common design 
vocabulary. Especially irresistible when 
co-located with access to outdoor power. 
Elements share Carousel family traits:  
robust steel construction, contoured mesh 
seat design, and resilient powdercoat fin-
ish. Tabletop options now include 30" small 

and 48" large tops, round and square, 
in metal and wood. Square tables have 
slatted wood tops for special warmth and 
beauty. All round tables are offered in 
metal and wood, and all tabletops have 
an optional center hole to accommodate 
umbrellas. Carousel table heights, seating 
types and top options can be flexibly 
interchanged. Finished with Landscape 
Forms proprietary Panguard II™ polyester 
powder coat and offered in a selection 
of colors from the standard Landscape 
Forms color palette.     
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